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"Save $100's On Banner Design Fees and Create Amazing Banners Yourself Any Time You Want, In

Minutes!" Dear Friend, Need website banners for your site? Looking for a way to save money on design

fees? Need more promo materials (banners in all sizes) to give to your affiliates? What if you could simply

design these banners yourself, in minutes, any time you needed to? Well look no further, because I have

the perfect solution right here for you... What I have for you here is a "do-it-yourself" banner "maker"

unlike any other. The problem with most other banner templates and "generators" out there is that, to put

it simply, they just don't create the results you're looking for. You know what I mean... You buy a banner

pack or a software, try to use it, it ends up being too complicated and after hours of wasted time you end

up with an amateurish design. So you end up hiring a designer, and in the end you've wasted money and

time. Or worse yet, you decide to keep that amateurish banner and waste even more time and money

with it. And after this whole process, when ever you need banners in the future, you just decide to skip

this whole step all-together. And you end up missing an important piece of your overall marketing

campaign that can bring in new leads, sales, and more business. Having professional banners in your

marketing arsenal is a great way to squeeze more out of your business. But it does cost extra money, or

takes too much time to try and do yourself. Well, what I have for you here is something different.

Something that creates GREAT looking banners, in minutes. And something that you can do yourself and

save hundreds of dollars on design fees. AND also something you can start using right away, without a

huge learning curve, or pretty much with no design experience at all. Introducing..."The Easy Banner

Maker Pro system" explained: What makes this special is the ease of use, and the quality of the final

banners ANYONE can create, with no design experience. The way it works is, you pretty much get all of

the "elements" that make up a professional banner design, all pre-formatted for you an ready to go. And

all you have to do is put all of these "elements" together, in your own ways, by copying and pasting them.

It's like a "paint by numbers" system, or a building blocks system. Very easy and powerful stuff. So, it's

basically a highly customizable template based system, where you get "master templates" and "copy and

paste elements". And when you combine these 2, you get virtually an unlimited number of different
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banners you can create, in all of the most popular sizes. So you CAN add your own images, logos, text,

and what ever else you want to these banners. You're not limited to the stuff that comes with this product.

This product is highly customizable, and you can make the banners look just like you want. And, this

banner maker is also so powerful, that you can also just use all of the pre-built "effects", "elements", and

text that come with it, without getting extra images. And that will be good enough. It's all up to you. Here

are is exactly what you get..  First, you get the "master" templates in all of the most popual banner sizes.

You get 8 of these "master" templates, in 8 sizes (in pixels): 120 x 600, 250 x 250, 200 x 200, 468 x 60,

120 x 240, 180 x1 50, 125 x 125, 234 x 60. These master templates come pre-insatlled with background

"effects", and background "shapes". These effects and shapes basically add some flair to the banners,

and make them more exciting then just plain solid color banners. These master templates are the starting

points for the banners, and you can pretty much use just these templates to create some nice banners for

yourself. But that's not all because you also get...  "Copy and Paste Elements". These are basically

pre-formatted "elements" for the inside of your banner design. They're things like text, bullets, and

buttons. And all of these come pre-formatted with cool effects and styles applied to them. And you can

simply copy and paste these into your own designs and the master templates. You can customize all of

these "elements" in pretty much any way you want. Change the text to your own exact text, change the

fonts and sizes of the text, change the colors, resize, rotate, distort and pretty much do anything else to

all of these. You can even use most of these things for high res print graphics (300 DPI).  To make it

easier for you to customize the "copy and paste elements" and the master templates, I'm also including

over 180 layer styles that you can apply to your graphics with just a few clicks. Just choose the "element"

or any other graphic you have, click on the layer style, and it instantly get's applied to it. There are 2

variations of these styles: 1 set with drop shadows, and one without. Plus I'm also including a separate

PSD file with all of these layer styles on their own layer, so even people with Photoshop Elements can

easily apply these layer styles to their graphics.  You also get step-by-step video instructions on how to

use everything, so you'll be up and running right away. In one of the videos I re-create one of the sample

banners that you see on this site in real time. You get over 30 minutes of these video instructions. Lets

recap about what you will receive...  The Easy Banner Maker Pro Package.  A step-by-step video

instruction.  Original sales page in english and german.  Images and a Master Resale Rights License. We

are authorised Reseller and in the possession of the necessary licences for this product. Therefore we do



not offend against the copyright! For the software & scripts no Support can be performed! Please visit our

Tradebit Digital Store im-produkte-de.tradebit.de
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